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Introdution
Sope of this thesisCarbon is one of the most abundant elements on Earth, where it is present in a greatvariety of moleules and materials. A remarkable feature of arbon is that it anadopt di�erent forms. For enturies, graphite and diamond have been the only knownrystalline forms of arbon. Sine the disovery of fullerenes in the 80s of the lastentury, however, a ompletely new "world of arbon" has been unfolding before theeyes of sientists, and a multitude of previously unknown arbon strutures have beendisovered. Most of these new strutures are "nano-materials", meaning that theirsize is on the sale of the nano-meter. Beause of their unusual mehanial and ele-troni properties, arbon-based nano-materials are expeted to have a major impaton tehnology.It is hard to predit whih diretions the siene of arbon materials will take inthe future. At least in part, this is due to our inomplete knowledge of the physialproesses that take plae at the moleular sale. As a matter of fat, there are manyquestions to whih sientists are urrently unable to give an answer. As an example,it is known that a bundle of nanotubes an be transformed into graphite and dia-mond by heating and ompressing, but we do not know how this happens. We knowthat graphite melts at high temperature, but it is hard to determine this temperaturepreisely. Some sientists believe that nanotubes an grow from droplets of meltedgraphite, but many disagree.The aim of this thesis is to provide some of the missing piees of information,addressing an important set of spei� questions about the high-temperature high-pressure stability of arbon materials. Our method of investigation is moleular sim-ulations, a set of omputational tehniques used to imitate the ourse of nature, as-suming that we know the fundamental laws of physis at the atomisti and eletronilevel.There are multiple omputational approahes, that di�er in the level of approxima-tion and in the kind of information they an provide. Most of this thesis is based onan aurate model of the interations among arbon atoms. Our approah allows forthe simulation of strutural, mehanial, and thermodynamial properties of omplexmaterial, inluding the transformations of one arbon material to another. Those1



2 CONTENTSproesses are often hard to simulate and to understand, as they may involve a largenumber of atoms interating under the e�et of a high temperature and/or a highpressure. The simulation approah we use in this thesis is state-of-the-art and appro-priate for the study of high-pressure, high-temperature stability and transformationsof arbon materials.OutlineIn hapter 1 we give an overview of the big family of arbon materials, a review of themost fundamental ideas behind moleular simulations, and we introdue the modelof arbon-arbon interation we use. In hapter 2 we study the ompressibility ofgraphite at high temperature and pressure. We validate our model of interation forgraphiti strutures in extreme onditions and provide data in a previously unexploredthermodynami regime. In hapter 3 we alulate the melting line of graphite, andinvestigate the properties of liquid arbon above the melting temperature and in theunderooled region. To this end, we developed an exat "multi-referene" formalismthat enables us to alulate e�iently the melting point of graphite. In hapter 4 weaddress the stability and the strutural transformations of a bundle of single-wallednanotubes under the e�et of high-pressure and high-temperature. We ompare our�ndings to the urrent experimental knowledge, and suggest possible transformationmehanisms. In hapter 5 we study the transformation and the stability of a double-walled nanotube bundle, suggesting the thermodynamial onditions for the formationof a new nano-porous struture. In the last hapter we study the thermal stabilityand the ompressibility of the C46 arbon lathrate, a hypothetial super-hard arbonmaterial.


